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Abstract. Modern experiments demand a powerful and efficient Data Acquisi-
tion System (DAQ). The intelligent, FPGA-based Data Acquisition System (iF-
DAQ) of the COMPASS experiment at CERN is composed of many processes
communicating between each other. The DIALOG library covers a communi-
cation mechanism between processes and establishes a communication layer to
each of them. It has been introduced to the iFDAQ in the Run 2016 and im-
proved significantly the stability of the system. The paper presents the online
monitoring API for the DIALOG library. Communication between processes
is challenging from a synchronization, reliability and robustness point of view.
Online monitoring tools of the communication between processes are capable
to reveal communication problems to be fixed in future. The debugging purpose
has been crucial during introduction period to the iFDAQ. On the other hand,
based on the measurement of communication between processes, the proper
load balancing of processes among machines can improve the stability of the
system. The online monitoring API offers a general approach for the imple-
mentation of many monitoring tools with different purposes. In the paper, it is
discussed its fundamental concept, integration to a new monitoring tool and a
few examples of monitoring tools are given.

1 Introduction

The Common Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy (COMPASS) [1, 2]
is a multipurpose experiment at the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) in the CERN’s North
Area. The purpose of the COMPASS experiment is to study the structure of gluons and quarks
and the spectroscopy of hadrons using high intensity muon and hadron beams. In 2010, the
experiment entered its second phase COMPASS-II [2] focusing on the Drell-Yan (DY) effect
[2], the Primakoff scattering [2], and the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) [2].

The paper presents the online monitoring API for the DIALOG library. In complex soft-
wares, such as the iFDAQ, having tens of processes communicating with each other, the
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Inter-Process Communication (IPC) is absolutely essential to satisfy correct synchronization
and a proper data taking. The DIALOG library is a new communication library for IPC.
The online monitoring API for the DIALOG library provides an easy use interface for the
monitoring of an entire communication system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the iFDAQ is presented
from a hardware and software point of view, respectively. Section 3 is concerned with a brief
description of the DIALOG library. Section 4 deals with the online monitoring API for the
DIALOG library. It presents how to easily develop own monitoring tools and gives a few
examples of monitoring tools. In Subsection 4.1, the online monitoring of communication
among processes via the DIALOG GUI is stated. The DIALOG GUI allows a visualization
of all processes involved in the application.

2 iFDAQ Architecture

The original DAQ system was based on DATE DAQ software of the ALICE experiment [3].
Current COMPASS DAQ system – the intelligent, FPGA-based Data Acquisition System
(iFDAQ) [4–6] – is new and was designed in 2014 to improve its scalability, reliability, and
performance; however, now, the process of event building is executed completely in hardware
and the number of readout computers was reduced to only four (up to eight in full setup).
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Figure 1. The COMPASS iFDAQ topology.

The COMPASS iFDAQ topology is shown in Figure 1. The first layer of the iFDAQ
is called frontend electronics. Its task is to capture signals directly from the detectors and
convert them to digital values. There are approximately 300,000 data channels coming from
this layer. Then, the data are readout by roughly 250 of CATCH [7], HGeSiCA [8], and
Gandalf [9] concentrator modules based on VME standard and grouped into subevents.

The assembly, buffering and readout of these subevents is then performed by two layers of
field programmable gate array (FPGA) cards, which replaced the original server-based event
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Figure 1. The COMPASS iFDAQ topology.

The COMPASS iFDAQ topology is shown in Figure 1. The first layer of the iFDAQ
is called frontend electronics. Its task is to capture signals directly from the detectors and
convert them to digital values. There are approximately 300,000 data channels coming from
this layer. Then, the data are readout by roughly 250 of CATCH [7], HGeSiCA [8], and
Gandalf [9] concentrator modules based on VME standard and grouped into subevents.

The assembly, buffering and readout of these subevents is then performed by two layers of
field programmable gate array (FPGA) cards, which replaced the original server-based event

building and buffering system. The resulting full events are then processed by readout engine
computers, stored at first on local hard disks and subsequently transferred to CASTOR [10].

The iFDAQ enables configuration and control of hardware, monitors data taking, controls
data flow, logs information and monitors errors and messages from the system. This is en-
sured by six main processes [6, 11]: Master, Slave-control, Slave-readout, Runcontrol GUI,
MessageLogger and MessageBrowser. The Master process is used for communication be-
tween Runcontrol GUI and slave processes, the Slave-control process controls and monitors
FPGA cards, the Slave-readout monitors a readout process and Runcontrol GUI monitors a
state of the entire iFDAQ. The MessageLogger receives informative and error messages from
other processes and the MessageBrowser enables access to these messages.

3 DIALOG Library

The DIALOG library [12] is a communication system both for distributed and mixed envi-
ronments, it provides a network transparent inter-process communication layer. It is imple-
mented in Qt framework and designed to meet following requirements:

• Efficient communication mechanism – Asynchronous behaviour, message sending and
receiving as soon as possible.

• Uniformity – All processes use the same communication mechanism.

• Transparency – Any running process should be able to communicate with any process.

• Reliability and robustness – System recovery in a self-recoverable manner from error
situations.

The DIALOG library uses a client/server mechanism and communication is based on a
publish/subscribe method. It uses the TCP/IP protocol and sockets for message transmission.
The information exchange between processes is handled by services when a process (server)
publishes data to processes (clients) being interested in a particular service with a unique
name. On the other hand, to control a particular process, a concept of commands is introduced
– a process registers a command with a non-unique name it is willing to accept.

The communication layer of iFDAQ is based on the DIALOG library since 2016 and this
integration improved the stability of iFDAQ significantly.

4 The DIALOG Online Monitoring API

The DIALOG library distinguishes three types of a process. The process type determines the
purpose of a process and how the DIALOG library should deal with it.

• ControlServer – The Control Server keeps an up-to-date list of all processes, services
and commands in the system. It receives registration messages from providers and request
messages from subscribers. All processes send heartbeats at regular intervals so that the
Control Server can be assured that they are working properly.

• Custom – It covers all processes they should communicate through the DIALOG library.

• Monitoring – Processes being responsible for the monitoring of the DIALOG library. Each
of them represents a monitoring tool with a unique purpose. This general concept offers an
easy to use API for a developer to implement any monitoring tool.

This section focuses on processes of type Monitoring. The Monitoring type identifies a
process which does not contribute to the communication at all. It does not provide with any
service. On the other hand, to be able to start listening to some/all communication, it can
subscribe to a service or register a command it is interested in.
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Firstly, a monitoring tool connects to the Control Server as well as anyone else. The
Control Server recognizes the Monitoring type of a process and deals with it like with a
monitoring tool during its whole life cycle.

The Control Server sends a monitoring info to a monitoring tool in XML format after
successful connection of the monitoring tool to the Control Server. This monitoring info
contains list of all connected processes of type Custom to the Control Server. The monitoring
info in XML format also consists of all services being provided and subscribed by processes
and all commands being registered in the Control Server. If something changes (e.g. a lost
process, a new service, a new process, etc.), the Control Server will recognize it and re-send
a new monitoring info immediately to all monitoring tools currently connected.

The monitoring info considers changes in the list of processes connected to the Control
Server. Once a connected process terminates or crashes, the Control Server recognizes it and
re-sends the monitoring info in XML format with the updated list of connected processes. If
a new service is provided by any process or some service is subscribed by any process, the
monitoring info is re-sent again to all monitoring tools. The last case is a registration of a new
command. In this case, current monitoring info is again updated and re-sent. Based on the
information from the monitoring info in XML format, a monitoring tool knows everything
it needs to know. If a monitoring tool is interested in all communications it subscribes to
all services and registers all commands and starts to listen to them. If a monitoring tool is
interested in some portion of services, it subscribes and starts to listen to those services again.

The monitoring info in XML format begins with an XML declaration describing XML
version and encoding. The uppermost tag <processes> encapsulates the list of all pro-
cesses. Each <process> tag is a child element of <processes> tag and has attribute name,
address, port and pid. The tag <process> either has no child elements or has the list of
services it provides and registered commands it is willing to accept. The tag <command>
is considered to be an empty-element tag and has only attribute name, such as <command
name="commandName" />. The tag <service> has also only one attribute name and can
contain child elements representing the list or receivers, i.e., the list of processes being sub-
scribed to the service. The tag <receiver> consists of attributes name, address, port and
pid. The sample of monitoring info XML format follows in Listing 1.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <processes >
3 <process name="SR_RE11" address="pccore11.cern.ch" port="57143"
4 pid="22640">
5 <service name="INFO_SERVICE_56">
6 <receiver name="MSGBrowser" address="pccorc21.cern.ch"
7 port="33511" pid="24958" />
8 <receiver name="Master" address="pccore15.cern.ch" port="51523"

pid="17376" />
9 <receiver name="MSGLogger" address="pccore15.cern.ch"

10 port="56614" pid="17377" />
11 </service>
12 <command name="RUN_CONTROL_56" />
13 </process>
14 </processes>

Listing 1. The monitoring info XML sample.

4.1 The DIALOG GUI

The DIALOG GUI is one example among many of the monitoring tools using the online
monitoring API for the DIALOG library. A behaviour of complex distributed applications
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4.1 The DIALOG GUI

The DIALOG GUI is one example among many of the monitoring tools using the online
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can be very difficult to understand without a help of a dedicated tool for online monitoring.
The DIALOG GUI allows a visualization of all processes involved in the distributed commu-
nication system as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The DIALOG GUI.

A development of a distributed system is quite challenging from a synchronization and
robustness point of view. The DIALOG GUI helps with a debugging of misleading function-
ing so that the system start to work properly. It provides all information from the monitoring
info in a well-arranged way. The main widget consists of two parts. The main part contains
all necessary information about connected processes to the Control Server with the process
type Custom. There is the name of each process, the machine where it runs, the port on which
it listens to and its process ID. Moreover, each row corresponding to a single process offers
the list of provided services, subscribed services and registered commands by the process.
If the DIALOG system contains many processes, a user appreciates a filter in the DIALOG
GUI for an easy searching.

The provided services widget shows the list of provided services by the selected process.
A user can select a service from the list and see the list of all subscribers of the service. More-
over, a user can start to listen to the selected service and see what the service is providing,
see Figure 3.

The subscribed services widget shows all services being subscribed by the selected pro-
cess. Basically, it is a list of all services the process is interested in. In the subscribed services
widget, a user can select a service from the list of services and see which process is providing
the service. Moreover, a user can start to listen to the selected service again. In both pro-
vided/subscribed services widget, a user can start to listen to all services at once and see the
entire process communication.

The commands widget is corresponding to the selected process and its registered com-
mands it is willing to accept. In the widget, the list of registered commands is stated. A user
can start to listen to the selected one or to all of them. Moreover, there is also possibility to
send a command message directly from the DIALOG GUI using the selected command.
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Figure 3. The provided services widget of the DIALOG GUI.

4.2 The DIALOG POST Daemon

Web-based applications offer a range of business advantages over traditional desktop appli-
cations. Web-based applications are:

• Easier and more cost effective to develop – Users access the system via a uniform envi-
ronment (a web browser).

• More useful for users – Unlike traditional applications, web systems are accessible any-
time, anywhere and via any device with an internet connection.

• Easier to install, maintain and keep secure – Once a new version or upgrade is installed
on the host server, all users can access it straight away and there is no need to upgrade a
device of each potential user.

Considering all above-mentioned aspects, the DIALOG library should provide a layer for
communication between a desktop application and a web application. There is a wide range
of possible solutions in terms of a system architecture. The paper considers and presents two
possible solutions how to communicate between a desktop application and a web application
– HTTP GET/POST methods and WebSockets, see in Section 4.3.

The DIALOG POST Daemon serves as a middleman between a desktop application side
and a web application side. The DIALOG POST Daemon’s purpose is to catch all commu-
nication being sent among all processes with the process type Custom and transmit all data
in JSON format using HTTP and its POST method. The POST request is received by a web
application for a communication measurement. It is a measurement tool of overall communi-
cation and shows statistics and plots related to communication among processes. It can help
with understanding of bottlenecks and better load balancing of processes among machines.

The main idea is that the DIALOG POST Daemon with the Monitoring process type
subscribes to all services being provided and registers all commands being already registered
on the Control Server. Once a new monitoring info comes, the DIALOG POST Daemon
subscribes to new services and registers new commands. Then, all communication is sent to
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the DIALOG POST Daemon. Basically, the DIALOG POST Daemon is capable to determine
the communication between any processes.

A publish frequency for the POST method is set to 1 second and can be easily changed.
During 1 second period, all received messages are gathered in JSON format and the collected
JSON is published using POST method and freed every 1 second. Each message in JSON
consists of information about a sender, i.e., a sender address, a sender port and its process
name. To reduce JSON message size, messages are grouped by message itself. That means,
if a message has more subscribers, the list of subscribers is only added. Therefore, the list of
receivers is added (each entry with receiver address, receiver port and receiver name).

The rest of record is filled with the DateTime, the MessageHeader and the MessageBody.
The MessageHeader distinguishes a message type. Either it can be a service message or a
command message. The MessageHeader contains also information about the name of service
or command. The MessageBody is filled with the transmitted information (message) itself.
It is encoded using Base64 [13] since a message could be general indeed. It could contain
also non-printing characters that would be lost during transmition. Base64 encoding allows
to transmit not only messages but also files. The sample of JSON format being regularly sent
using HTTP POST method follows in Listing 2.

1 [
2 {
3 "Sender": {
4 "SenderAddress": "pccore15.cern.ch",
5 "SenderPort": "12345",
6 "SenderName": "Master"
7 },
8 "Receivers": {
9 "Receiver0": {

10 "ReceiverAddress": "pccore13.cern.ch",
11 "ReceiverPort": "54698",
12 "ReceiverName": "SR_RE13"
13 },
14 "Receiver1": {
15 "ReceiverAddress": "pccore12.cern.ch",
16 "ReceiverPort": "54879",
17 "ReceiverName": "SR_RE12"
18 }
19 },
20 "DateTime": "2017-09-13T07:20:25Z",
21 "MessageHeader": "SERVICE_MESSAGE|STATUS_OF_SLAVES",
22 "MessageBody": "textEncodedInBase64" // base64 encoding
23 }
24 ]

Listing 2. The DIALOG POST Daemon JSON sample.

Currently, the DIALOG POST Daemon is prepared and a web application is still under
development. The development of web application should be finished in 2018 and deploy-
ment is planned in the late 2018.

4.3 The DIALOG WebSockets Daemon

The HTTP GET/POST method is suitable for a client-server architecture, when a client (the
DIALOG POST Daemon) is publishing something to a server (a web application). On the
other hand, to communicate in both directions efficiently, WebSockets can be used. Web-
Sockets [14] is an advanced technology that makes it possible to open an interactive commu-
nication session between the user’s browser and a server. With this API, an application can
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send messages to a server and receive event-driven responses without having to poll the server
for a reply. WebSocket provides full-duplex communication channels over a single TCP con-
nection. The idea is to develop the DIALOG WebSockets Daemon as a middleman between
desktop communication system and a web application. Runcontrol GUI for monitoring and
controlling of the iFDAQ as a web application is planned for year 2019.

5 Conclusion

The DIALOG library is a new communication library for iFDAQ of the COMPASS experi-
ment at CERN. It is responsible for basically all communications inside the iFDAQ, in this
environment it makes available around 100 services provided by 30 servers.

The DIALOG Online Monitoring API provides an easy use interface for the monitoring
of an entire communication system. Its general implementation enables a development of var-
ious monitoring tools. The DIALOG GUI is found to be very useful not only for monitoring
of the system state but also to determine available services at a given time. Furthermore, the
DIALOG POST Daemon and the DIALOG WebSockets Daemon establish a connection be-
tween any desktop application and any web application. That would make any system based
on the DIALOG library less dependent in terms of an operating system and environment.
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